CTE B Lift 320 Telescopic Truck Mounted Platform

This is a recent machine on to the market and was delivered to Eagle Access in the summer
and is proving to be very popular, due to its many features etc
With outreach of up to 21m, and very small set up area this CTE B320 Truck Mounted Access
Platform is ideal to use on busy locations and tight access areas making it very versatile.
A Great City Machine
With its option of either single sided or
narrow jacking facilities this platform /
cherry picker is ideal for working in traffic or
pedestrianised areas.
The Rotating cage with hydraulic cage
extension and excellent stabilization also
make it very popular with contractors and
window cleaners alike.

The Platform is driven by a separate engine,
the silent pack as well as the backup of a Hatz
Donkey Engine which is much more silent and
produces far less emissions than the truck
engine.
This machine is also very popular with Tree
surgeons, Roofers, Gutter maintenance,
Sealed unit replacement, Cavity wall work,
Surveys, Demolition, Bat Surveys, Permanent
and temporary communication mast service
and repairs, line of Sights, Lighting inspections
and repairs there is an endless list of possible
jobs that can be done safer and faster with the
use of this equipment.

Features
 Telescopic boom (4 Sections) (Main Boom + 1 Extension) with opening angle 180 degrees 360
degrees continuous turret rotation on bearing turntable including powered hydraulics swivel.

 Proportional electro hydraulic controls, with simultaneous manoeuvres (with ergonomic
Joysticks)
 Engine start / stop control from basket
 Hydraulically extendable aluminium basket with 90 degree right and 90 degree left rotation Anti
slip aluminium flatbed decking
 Electronic basket levelling
 Basket Load Sensing device
 Automatic working range delimitation (180) with outriggers extended only on one side
(Left/Right)
 Working range with outriggers not extended (narrow Jacking)
 4x Hydraulic outriggers with ground pressure sensors
 Booms at centre warning lights at control stations (Cab Protection)
 Water or compressed air socket in the basket
 230v ac CE Electric socket in basket
 Buzzer indicating PTO engaged
 Hour meter
 Flashing Beacons and strobes
 Donkey Engine for emergency operations and low emission plus quieter operations Duel
electric emergency lowering pumps for extra peace of mind and safety

Performance








Working Height 32 Metres
Platform Height 30 Metres
Working Outreach 20/21m
Cage Capacity 120/280kg
GVW minimum 18 t

